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APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNT) BILL (NO. 1) 2007 
Third Reading 

MR E.S. RIPPER (Belmont - Treasurer) [4.18 pm]:  I move - 

That the bill be now read a third time. 

MS K. HODSON-THOMAS (Carine) [4.18 pm]:  I take up a couple of matters that I raised during the second 
reading debate.  I talked about the international holiday market and about how the number of holidaymakers 
coming to Western Australia has plummeted.  That is actually quite correct.  The minister recently said that there 
has been growth in international tourism and that the tourism spend in this state has increased.  That may well be 
true, but it is largely the consequence of the corporate sector visiting Western Australia as a result of the resource 
sector boom.   
I also touch on the matter of whether the Japanese tourist trade marketing office had ever closed.  That is a 
matter that I raised during the second reading debate.  The minister had indicated to me that the trade office in 
Japan had never closed.  However, a couple of questions that I posed to the minister indicate that that office did 
close.  What is even more interesting is that a response that I received today to a question on notice indicates that 
the marketing development manager in that office had received a severance payment in the vicinity of $270 000.  
That is not bad, considering the office had never closed.  I wanted to place that matter on the record. 

I have made some comments about how I believe tourism could be better managed and run by the minister.  I 
have been highly critical of the minister on many occasions, and she has taken umbrage at that.  However, I want 
to commend the minister for an initiative that she announced on 4 June.  The minister announced on 4 June that 
the state government will be making a bid for Fremantle to host the 2011 Sailing World Championships.  That 
will be very positive for the state.  I have had a discussion with the minister privately and have told her that I am 
100 per cent behind the government in its endeavours to gain that event for Western Australian.  That event will 
be of significant economic benefit to the state.  It will attract both international and domestic tourism.  It will 
also provide a boost for local businesses involved with the sailing sector.  I will be meeting with some people in 
that industry.  I am really excited about the possibility of winning this event for this state.  It will be the most 
fantastic event to take place in this state since the America’s Cup.  It will be absolutely brilliant.  The opposition 
will support the minister in her endeavours to win this incredible event for the state.  I hope the Treasurer will 
ensure that the minister is given every financial support necessary in her endeavour to win this event for the 
state.  The minister and the Treasurer will certainly hear me cheering from this side if this state is successful in 
hosting this event.  I hope the Treasurer will make a commitment to give the Minister for Tourism extra funding 
for this event, because the events budget was actually -  
Mr M.W. Trenorden:  Very ordinary. 
Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  Yes, it was ordinary.  The events budget actually went down by about $8 million.  
However, having said that, perhaps that $8 million will be put towards the negotiations for this event.  I hope I 
can convince the Treasurer of the importance of this event for tourism in this state.  As I have said, tourism is the 
third largest economic contributor to this state after mining and agriculture.  I am very supportive of it.  I have 
enjoyed the opportunity to grow my knowledge of the tourism portfolio, and to meet with the stakeholders 
around the state.  Many of the tourism operators in this state are struggling.  There has been an increase in the 
tourism spend.  However, that has come mainly from the corporate sector.  The tourism operators in the regions 
are finding that the benefits of that spend are not flowing through to their local economies.   

I also want to take up a matter about which I issued a media statement the other day; namely, the signage near 
Perth Airport on Great Eastern Highway, which reads “Perth - a city for people”.  I went to Perth Airport to pick 
up an interstate friend, who commented that the sign was bizarre.  Sure, Perth is a place for people; it is a 
wonderful and inviting place.  However, like my friend, I was quite bemused by the signage.  I issued a media 
statement in an endeavour to invite dialogue about how we can better market our state.  In the first instance, I 
suggested that we should have a sign that reads, “Welcome to the gateway of Australia’s west coast”.  I 
suggested that because we have been positioning ourselves in the marketplace as Australia’s north west, 
Australia’s golden outback, Australia’s coral coast and Australia’s south west.  It would be great to have a sign 
that reads, “Welcome to the gateway of Australia’s west coast”.  Western Australia has 12 500 kilometres of 
superb coastline; indeed, it is the most magnificent coastline in the world.  I am happy to say that at every 
opportunity.  We have the most unique product and we should be talking it up at every opportunity.  Given that it 
has been decided to market Western Australia as a region of Australia, we need to pick up on that and talk about 
Australia’s west coast.  We must forget about the east coast; it has done enough to market itself.  Everybody 
knows where Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria are.  We must promote Western Australia.  In the first 
instance, I issued a media statement in an attempt to open up dialogue; it was not done in a malicious way.  I 
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want people to start talking about what unique benefits we have in Western Australia.  We have a wonderful 
state and we need to do more to attract visitors.   

As I said, I have enjoyed the opportunity of being the shadow spokesperson for the tourism portfolio.  I would 
start kicking and screaming if that portfolio were taken away from me!  I have not particularly liked having to be 
negative about some aspects, because we need to be positive about our state.  As I said, I am absolutely ecstatic 
about the minister’s announcement that the government will bid to host the 2011 Sailing World Championships 
in Fremantle.  I want to touch on that again, because earlier when I was sidetracked, I forgot to mention that 
before I came to this place -  

Mr T.R. Sprigg:  You are an old salt from way back!   

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  Yes!  I used to be the executive officer of the Boating Industry Association of 
Western Australia.  I have a passion for the ocean.  I have not sailed for a long time and I am not in a hurry to do 
so, because I now have other interests.  However, I understand the benefits of sailing and the importance of such 
an international event being held in Western Australia and what it could mean to the state through visitor 
numbers and economic benefit.  I am certainly supportive of the government in its endeavour to win that event.  
With those few comments, I support the legislation.  

MR M.W. TRENORDEN (Avon) [4.28 pm]:  Last Thursday, I took the time to contribute to a seminar in this 
chamber that I was not going to participate in; namely, the relevance of the upper house.  It was a very good 
debate and I am very pleased that I participated.  Strong points were put about the relevance of the upper house 
and how this chamber and the upper house interact.  Questions were raised about the way in which upper house 
members are elected and its committee process, etc.  The reason that I raise this issue is that quite a few times 
during that seminar - I think six speakers contributed - points were made about the budget and how it is the core 
process of administration.  In fact, there was debate about whether the upper house should have the power to 
block supply.  Good, considered views were put, but where I am coming from is that in my 21 years as a member 
of this house, I have never known a government to be so unaccountable.  I cannot get questions answered by this 
administration, and that must be a matter of serious concern.  Only one speaker spoke on the abolition of the 
upper house.  Many people were expecting the member for Cottesloe to say something about the abolition of the 
upper house, but in fact he did not; he supported the upper house.  There must be a process under which this 
chamber is accountable to the people.  I am very much aggrieved, because I received a one-word answer - no -
from the Treasurer to a question I asked about shared services.  I am not happy about that.  I am not happy that, 
when I seek information about my electorate - about the Water Corporation, electricity or education - I am not 
allowed to ask those questions.  I am a member of Parliament, and I am not allowed to ask questions of a state 
public servant.  Where is the accountability in that process?  Several ministers have said “Max, you know that is 
the law.”  In fact, I know that it is not the law; it is a practice that has been introduced into this chamber over a 
period.  A couple of other ministers also point out that the previous government did the same, and in fact it did; 
however, that does not make it right either. 
Although I often submit questions on notice and do not receive satisfactory answers, on the other side, I have 
here a question on notice to the Minister for Health - question 2183, if anyone wants to have a look at it - that 
was magnificently answered in great detail.  I do not want to say that all ministers are the same.  I am very 
pleased that I took the time to put 10 questions to the Minister for Health, and maybe I did not get the full answer 
I wanted - I am a politician and I understand that - but it was a very substantial and comprehensive answer.  I 
asked the Treasurer a question about shared services and I got a one-word answer - no.  I ask questions of many 
other ministers, and I just cannot get answers.  As a long-term member of this house with a great passion for 
trying to get things done in my electorate, it concerns me that I cannot get any basic information.  I asked about 
some serious issues concerning electricity supply in my electorate and the surrounding electorates of Moore and 
Merredin.  I asked these questions and was told that I could not get the answers unless I went through the 
minister’s office.  Three months later, the minister still has not bothered to answer me.  I suspect I will get an 
answer, but by the time I receive it, the question will have become irrelevant.  It is more than frustrating; it is 
morally wrong and undemocratic.  For ministers to say to me that this is the way things work and as member for 
Avon I should know that, when I know darn well that that is not the way this chamber works and that they are 
the problem, not me, really makes my blood boil. 

I do not mind the political process.  If there are current matters causing great difficulty, I can understand the 
minister not wanting to be as sharp to me as I would hope, but when I ask, say, when electricity will be flowing 
through a particular powerline, I cannot get an answer.  Where does that put a local member of Parliament?  
There are serious issues about education that I want to raise.  I will not raise them now.  I hope to keep them 
quiet as raising some of these issues does not do my electorate any good.  I do not want to be negative, but being 
in opposition should not mean that we are absolutely shut out of all things to do with the state.  This 
administration is the worst I have seen in the 21 years I have been a member of this place.  Not many 
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government members are present in the chamber, but I will concede that the previous administration was bad, 
but this administration has taken it to another level.  As I have grey hair, I actually know a lot of public servants 
and have had casual conversations with quite a few of them.  One person I like dearly told me the other day, 
“Max, we had to rewrite that question to you three times before we could get to a situation where the minister 
could read it out to you and the minister was happy.  The answer wasn’t quite a lie but it was pretty close to the 
mark.”  So public servants were telling me privately that they knew the information they gave the minister to 
give to me was wrong and that their motivation was to make sure the minister did not get hurt.  I put to the 
house, particularly ministers opposite, that competent ministers do not get hurt.  Information cannot hurt 
competent ministers.  However, members such as me do get hurt.  If I cannot get information on issues that are 
relevant to my electorate, that is not just bad, it stinks - it is absolutely and totally undemocratic. 
Getting through the processes of this budget is very difficult.  I guess I should not say that, because there is 
nothing in this budget for the Avon electorate and apparently I do not have to ask too many questions.  However, 
lots of money is still being spent in my electorate by corporations.  Once the budget has been published, I should 
be able to ask agencies in my electorate whether the budget does particular things for them.  Why should I have 
to ask that question through a minister?  What single, good purpose does that have for members of this chamber?  
Once the budget has been brought down, it should be public information.  I should be able to get that information 
and so should the public.  The government does not tell the public to go to the minister to get information.  
Again, on an issue about towing in my electorate, I rang a public servant about some concerns about a business 
contract that came into my electorate.  The public servant said to me, “Don’t talk to me.  You know you 
shouldn’t talk to me.  Go and talk to the minister.”  Bang - he hung up!  A public servant!  I have to say that I 
could not believe it.  In my 21 years as a member of Parliament I have never been treated like that by an agency.  
It was actually one of the Treasurer’s people.  I wrote to the Treasurer and pointed out that the public servant 
should at least go on a course to learn what public servants are meant to do.  At the very least the public servant 
could have been polite to me, but he did not even bother to be polite.  His attitude was that I had no right to ask a 
question as I am a member of the opposition: “As a member of Parliament, you have no right to ask a question.  
If you want to ask a question, ask the minister.”  I was asking about towing services in my electorate. 
Mr G. Snook:  When I was a shire president before I entered Parliament, like you I had known a lot of senior 
public servants.  I had easier and more direct access and answers to questions I raised as a councillor than I do 
now as a simple member of Parliament in opposition.  That is disgraceful! 
Mr M.W. TRENORDEN:  The functions of government have been excluded from me.  I am sure they have 
been excluded from the member for Moore, too, but I cannot speak about every member’s office and activities.  
However, I can tell the house that as the member for Avon I have been excluded from the processes of the 
Western Australian government administration.   
Mr G. Snook:  That is astounding! 
Mr M.W. TRENORDEN:  I just find it absolutely unbelievable.  When constituents call me wanting to know 
what services the state can deliver them, I am expected to tolerate a delay of three or four months to get back to 
that constituent, who is obviously not happy with the service coming out of my office.  He or she has every 
reason to not be happy with the service coming out of my office because I have no information and I have access 
to none.   
I believe that we are getting into a crisis situation.  I have a lot of time for our Premier; I like him as an 
individual.  As I keep on saying in this chamber, he is my Premier as much as anyone’s.  The Labor Party won 
the election and has every right to govern and it had every right to appoint Mr Carpenter as the Premier.  I 
disagree with his criticism of former Commissioner for Public Sector Standards Maxine Murray.  The comments 
she made in her reports were absolutely right.  For the Premier to question her like he did either indicates that he 
does not understand what is happening in the public service or he does not want to hear about it.   

Again, I point out that I know many people in senior positions in the public service.  The public service is not 
happy with current operations.  The reality is that we need to deal with this.  We do not have a public service like 
the American system or the English system.  Many of our public servants are not prepared to act as public 
servants because they know they can lose their job.  Over the past 12 months or two years in this state, public 
servant after public servant has been forced out of their positions, been forced to sign a statement agreeing to be 
silent and paid a substantial amount of money to leave.  We are losing quality people from the public service.  In 
the English system, if a minister and a senior public servant get to a stage where they cannot operate together, 
the public servant is transferred to another agency and the public service does not lose the skill of that public 
servant.  What do we do?  In every single case, public servants are forced out of our public service.  There is no 
logic to that process at all.  The other point I wish to make is that the senior public servants know that if they do 
not do the bidding of the government and the minister, they will be terminated.  We have a situation where the 
public service is moving into gridlock.  People do not want to make decisions and people do not want to say to 
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ministers and to the executive that matters are not as they should be.  If they upset the wrong person, they go and 
that is the end of their career.   

I do not make these statements lightly.  In the 21 years that I have been a member of Parliament I do not believe 
that I have been treated so poorly as a member.  I repeat that I am not a part of the Australian government 
process.  I cannot get information.  There have been some exceptions to that but I have never been in a situation 
where I have been so precluded by the government of this state. 

DR S.C. THOMAS (Capel) [4.44 pm]:  I do not intend to take long to address the third reading of the 
appropriation bills.  The government has been worried about this budget for a long period.  My feeling is that the 
Treasurer was expecting a far better reaction to the 2007 budget than he actually got.  I think he may have been 
expecting the palm fronds to be laid at his feet as he walked out of Parliament and back in again.   

Mr A.D. McRae:  Are you talking about the federal Treasurer? 

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  No, I am talking about the state Treasurer.  He was expecting a far greater response than he 
got.  I called last year’s budget a smoke and mirrors budget because it reported all sorts of things but, in reality, it 
achieved very little for the state of Western Australia.  This year’s budget has been given various descriptions.  I 
think it has been called the boomerang budget in a number of places.  The Treasurer has taken with one hand and 
handed out with the other.  The net effect is that he is taking more than he ever has before, as do all 
governments.  However, the Treasurer seems to be taking great pride in the small amount that he is handing 
back.  Much more could have been done with this year’s budget.  Again, it has been a smoke and mirrors 
exercise.  He is putting money to one side and saying that it is for a specific project in the capital works program.  
It is very good badging.  It is pretty good advertising.  I am not convinced that it is altogether honest.  However, I 
suppose we could say that it is a relatively good promotion, and that is what appears to be occurring with this 
budget.  It is a budget about promotion.  Of course, we welcome the occasional bit.  Obviously, the stamp duty 
exemption for first home buyers is very welcome.  However, other matters need to be considered, because first 
home buyers will still struggle to find a home once the average price of a house in Perth reaches $500 000, even 
with the $18 000 stamp duty exemption.  That is an issue that needs to be addressed in a number of ways.  I was 
pleased to hear during the estimates hearing the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure say that there was no 
problem with the release of land, that there was ample land and that nobody had a problem with that.  We will 
get some responses from a number of people in the industry, because the minister was quite concerned that the 
opposition was speaking to people in the development industry.  I assured the minister that we were speaking to 
those people.  We have sent her comments to the development industry to make sure that the industry thinks her 
comments are accurate.  I await its response, because it will be very interesting to discover whether the general 
populous agrees with the minister that the release of land is occurring in a timely and adequate fashion and is not 
having a significant impact.  I look forward to continuing that debate over the next 12 months or so, because it is 
an issue that we need to address. 
I concur with the member for Avon that it is difficult in opposition to recognise what members’ electorates might 
get from the budget.  I understand that governments of all ilk generally work out for members of the government 
what will occur in their electorates.  A number of members of the government backbench could confirm or deny 
that.  They could confirm that they received a bit of a briefing about what might occur in the seat of Peel or 
Swan Hills, for example. 

Ms J.A. Radisich:  What is happening in Swan Hills that you know but I don’t? 

Mr T. Buswell:  It’s the redistribution. 

Ms J.A. Radisich:  I support the Liberal proposal. 

Mr T. Buswell:  Your party has done you a disservice. 

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  Yes, it is a disservice. 

Mr T. Buswell:  Like Bill Johnston’s seat. 

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  Yes, the Treasurer does not necessarily have enough power; a person must be the secretary 
to get a seat of real confidence.  However, I digress a little. 

The question I am asking is whether members of the government received a briefing note advising them what 
was in the budget for their electorates.  I suspect that they might have received such a note, which would have 
made it far easier to sell the budget in their electorates.  If one of those notes were given to opposition members, 
those members might discover that there was not much in the budget for their electorates.  Therefore, it might be 
a little embarrassing if they had a cheat sheet about what was occurring, and they probably would not necessarily 
want one.  It is not only a free kick for the opposition; it is potentially a bit of an embarrassment for the 
government.  I suspect it might start to work that way.  I would be surprised if it happens any other way.  As the 
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member for Avon quite rightly indicated, it is difficult to find out what will be done in various areas.  That is a 
common theme.  There is a lot of money in the budget for upgrading power infrastructure, for example, but the 
budget papers provide no idea where it will be provided.  The line items are all hidden away somewhere and are 
very difficult to discover.  Those issues require other questions.  It might be a question for the minister for 
education and toilets, for example!  Toilets in schools was a very topical subject during the estimates hearings.  It 
is very difficult to find out exactly where that funding is going, even though funding is allocated within the 
budget.  It would make my life a lot easier if, as the member for Avon suggested, it could be broken down in a 
timely and efficient manner.  That is a fair ask.  

Mr M. McGowan:  Would you like a toilet?   

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  I am sure that every member here could claim to know of toilets in a school in their 
electorate that need upgrading.  That is certainly the case in my electorate, and no doubt it is the same in every 
electorate in the state.  I would be surprised if anyone said no.  

Mr M. McGowan:  You have a very effluent electorate don’t you?   

Several members interjected. 

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  That was almost funny.  

Ms S.E. Walker:  I thought it was fairly crappy, myself!  

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  I might sit down before the jokes get worse.  I believe that need to sit down is called the 
mercy rule.  I think we need to stop immediately before it goes further down.  

Mr T. Buswell:  You are flushed with enthusiasm, aren’t you?   

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  I cannot go on.  Let me finish by saying that the budget provided some things for my area 
in the south west.  It provided a little for the environment, but not sufficient amounts.  The government must be 
held to account over the next year for how that money will be expended.  

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A.P. O’Gorman):  Is this your wash-up? 

Dr S.C. THOMAS:  I hope the Hansard reporter did not hear that because it was probably the worst joke of the 
evening so far.  It would be rather unfortunate if I had to move to dissent from the Acting Speaker’s joke!  The 
budget has been variously described as a smoke-and-mirrors budget and a boomerang budget.  It is obviously not 
designed to remedy some of the problems that face us in the south west.  As I said, the previous Minister for 
South West went to the south west and apologised for the lack of activity in the area.  The current minister, in 
effect, launched the same things.  We are waiting to see if he does the same thing next year.  I am sure there will 
be further call on those funds.  I hope the Mayor of Bunbury will be at the south west breakfast next year, Mr 
Acting Speaker.  We missed him this year, but he was spectacular the year before.  I have lined him up for next 
year to make sure he turns up to describe fully what he thinks of the budget allocation for the south west region. 

MR T. BUSWELL (Vasse - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [4.53 pm]:  Crapper was the name of a family 
company that was one of the early commercialised, if I can use that term, systems based on the used of water to 
suppress odour.  

Mr A.D. McRae:  Thomas and Co Ltd.  

Mr T. BUSWELL:  Yes, Thomas Crapper and Co. Ltd.  Crapper and Co was written on the top of the water 
closet.  I understand that, during World War I, American servicemen in Great Britain saw this and were amazed 
and when they returned to America used the terminology “the crapper”.  I thought I would share that gem of 
wisdom with members.  

Mr A.J. Simpson:  Toilet humour. 

Mr T. BUSWELL:  It is not toilet humour; it is historical fact.  Before I get into my contribution to the third 
reading debate, I note that the Minister for Education and Training is in the house.   

Mr M. McGowan:  You are an incredible fount of knowledge.  

Mr T. BUSWELL:  I used to be a bus driver.  Can members imagine my surprise when I was contemplating 
what I would say on the third reading debate of the budget, and picked up Motor Western Australia, the august 
publication of the motor industry in this state?  

Mr J.R. Quigley interjected. 
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Mr T. BUSWELL:  That as well.  Who is depicted on page 11 as the pin-up boy for the April-May edition 
2007?  It is Hon Mark McGowan, the Minister for Education and Training.  It has a picture of him proudly 
sitting above a photograph of his first car.  It is lovely to see him there.  He says this -  

Ms J.A. Radisich:  What sort was it? 

Mr T. BUSWELL:  Let me just build to a crescendo of excitement.  We know the individual concerned.  Maybe 
we should guess what sort of car he would drive. 

Dr S.C. Thomas:  It would have to be a Datsun 120Y, wouldn’t it? 

Mr T. BUSWELL:  Yes, that is the same shape as a sneaker.  Here it is.  He said - 

From memory my first car was a 1988 Toyota Corolla.  I guess it was so special to me because it was 
my first car.  I bought it in 1990 when it was just a couple of years old for $11,000 and I had it until 
1992.  Alas, I ended up selling it in an act of stupidity . . .  

Mr M. McGowan:  I did. 

Mr T. BUSWELL:  He said - 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A.P. O’Gorman):  I hope the Deputy Leader of the Opposition is not going to 
read the whole article. 

Mr T. BUSWELL:  No, it is only very small.  He went on to say - 

Alas, I ended up selling it in an act of stupidity that I regretted for years afterwards.  I don’t have any 
particular fond memories of it, although I remember just being very excited to actually have a car at 
all.  Nowadays I drive a Holden Caprice, although it’s not as good as my Toyota. 

I read that and I was excited.  The reason I read that out is that stamp duty on motor vehicles was cut in part in 
the state budget.  The member for Capel made an excellent point; that is, that this budget did not receive the 
acclaim that the Treasurer, and I think the government in general, thought it would receive when publicity 
flowed in the days and weeks after the budget.  It did not receive the acclaim that was expected.  One of the 
reasons was that the budget failed to deliver on taxation reform, and there was a huge expectation in the broader 
community that there would be taxation reform - the delivery to the public of this state of a dividend from the 
economic boom.  Unfortunately, that was not to be the case. 

Of course, there was some tax relief for people buying Toyota Corollas, 1988 models, by way of some minor 
reductions in stamp duty, although I notice that those reductions were half the reductions which the state tax 
review recommended and which will be delivered in two waves: the first wave on 1 July this year, and the 
second wave on 1 January 2009.  Is it not funny that the government would put off a tax cut until a couple of 
months before the next state election?  It is interesting indeed.  However, the budget failed to deliver taxation 
reform.  The reason it failed to do so is that the government, and in particular the Treasurer, unfortunately has no 
appetite for taxation reform. 

Equally unfortunately out of this process was that the findings of the state tax review, which had been portrayed 
all along as being an integral document in the development of this year’s budget, were not released until a good 
few weeks after the state budget, despite the fact that they had been put to bed on 11 April, which is when the 
report of the chairman of the State Tax Review Reference Group was provided to the government.  I know why 
that happened.  It is because the reference group was far from pleased with how the Treasurer dealt with tax 
reform in the budget process.  Indeed, I will read into Hansard a quote from the report on the state tax review of 
the chairman of the State Tax Review Reference Group.  On page 5, he states - 

More generally the DTF agenda, -  

That is, the Department of Treasury and Finance - 

with the Committee as a ‘sounding board, meant that it was DTF and not the Committee that made 
decisions as to the level of analysis and research with the Committee having a reactive rather that active 
role in relation to what was given detailed review. 

This has lead to frustration in the Committee, reflective of the general community frustration, of there 
being no substantive agenda for visionary reform. 

It is not just me who claims that the government has no appetite for taxation reform; it is also Mr Jonathan 
Ilbery, the chairman of the government’s own State Tax Review Reference Group.  I will touch quickly on a 
couple of other aspects of the budget relating to some of the core issues.  The first is the ongoing growth in 
recurrent government expenditure.  We are of the view that by allowing recurrent expenditure to grow as it has, 
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the government is seriously undermining the long-term financial security of the state.  At some stage down the 
track there will be a slowdown in the rate of growth of revenue, possibly even a downturn in the amount of 
revenue generated, in particular by the property sector.  When that happens, the state could be caught in an 
awkward situation if recurrent expenditure growth is going up.  Anyone who has run a business will understand 
it is very hard to cut the rate of growth of recurrent expenditure unless one is prepared to take draconian 
measures.  There could be an increase in the rate of growth of recurrent expenditure and either a flattening or a 
drop in revenue, and it will not take long for that $1.8 billion surplus to evaporate.  The growth in recurrent 
expenditure has been fuelled by a dramatic increase in staff levels in the Western Australian public sector.  
Interestingly, about a week after the estimates hearings, the latest full-time equivalent employment figures came 
out from the Department of the Premier and Cabinet, which showed that in the 12 months to March 2007, 
3 981 full-time equivalent staff were employed in the Western Australian public sector.  By my reckoning that 
equates to about 15.3 FTEs employed every single weekday for 12 months.  This has been one of the most 
significant factors driving the increase in recurrent expenditure.  The government argues that these public 
servants have all gone to service delivery areas.  That simply is not the case.  I was interested to see the 
responses to some questions asked by my colleague in the upper house Hon Peter Collier, as shadow Minister for 
Education and Training, in relation to increases in administration staff in that department.  They clearly show 
that under the former Minister for Education and Training, there had been a substantial blowout in the size of the 
backroom bureaucracy in the department at the expense, Hon Peter Collier suggests, of frontline service 
delivery.  I think there is a certain validity to that argument and it is reflected across a range of government 
departments. 
The second interesting revelation to come out of the budget process this year, and in particular estimates, is the 
dire state of the Office of Shared Services.  As we all know, the Office of Shared Services is the centrepiece of 
the government’s public sector reform in the state, and it is a heartbeat away from complete catastrophe.  In fact, 
the Auditor General tomorrow will bring down a report into the Office of Shared Services, and I await that report 
with much interest.  Here we have a project that was approved by cabinet on the basis of an $80 million 
investment - capital, office set-up costs and agency transition costs - with the final government agencies 
supposedly online and operating under the auspices of the Office of Shared Services by December last year.  
That $80 million was all to have been put to bed by December 2006.  We are now in the middle of 2007, the 
total cost is heading towards $200 million and not one government department or agency has currently been 
rolled in and integrated in the Office of Shared Services.  It is an enormously complex procedure and it has been 
incredibly poorly managed by public servants at the highest levels.  The responsibility for that management 
rested for many years with the Premier of Western Australia, so the Premiers over the last couple of years have 
allowed, I think through an inability to exercise correct oversight, a potentially worthwhile project to run off the 
rails.  I have a private view that the Office of Shared Services reform agenda will fail.  I do not say that because I 
want it to fail; I say it because I think it will fail.  The government should be reassessing the business case.  How 
can it make an investment decision in the middle of 2004 based on an $80 million investment with an 18-month 
roll-in and now we are two years down the track and the $80 million investment has become $200 million and 
not one agency is functioning?  As I said, the Office of Shared Services is a heartbeat away from catastrophe.  I 
should also say that I understand that the staff at the Office of Shared Services are working extremely hard to 
remedy the problems.  Now that it is under the auspices of the Treasurer, and in particular the Under Treasurer - 
which is not place I would like to be - I have slightly more confidence that Mr Marney will bring a better level of 
management and control to the project.  The answers that came from the Office of Shared Services during the 
estimates hearings were not good. 
During the estimates I was particularly interested to understand what happened to the former head of the Office 
of Shared Services, Mr Mance.  Mr Mance went to Mr Marney, as we now know, and said that he would like to 
leave the employ of the public sector, and that Mr Marney said that Mr Mance would have to stay.  Mr Marney 
told us that the reason Mr Mance had to stay was because he had a lot of valuable expertise.  I think that 
Mr Marney asked him to stay to help fix the problem.  However, Mr Mance was able to work around that and 
leave under a management-initiated redundancy. 
The government often talks about surpluses.  We have had successive large surpluses.  The government also 
talks about the low debt profile, which is not a bad outcome.  However, members must understand that the 
surpluses are being funded by record levels of stamp duty.  The government collected $2 billion in stamp duty 
last year.  Generally, households fund stamp duty by adding it on to the mortgage.  They buy a property for 
$450 000 and get a stamp duty bill for $18 000, which is borrowed as part of the transaction.  Stamp duty is a 
transmission mechanism by which debt is being transferred from the public sector to the private sector.  I am not 
necessarily sure that that is an acceptable outcome.  That is why we and a lot of other people criticise the 
Treasurer when he talks about budget surpluses.  The budget surpluses are built on the back of private sector 
borrowings. 
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During the second reading debate I made the point that the state faces core fundamental issues.  We must move 
into an environment whereby things start to happen again more easily.  We must become a can-do state.  Some 
of my colleagues and I were in Carnarvon recently, which has tremendous potential, as you would know, 
Mr Speaker.  I asked a number of people in Carnarvon about you, Mr Speaker, and they said that you were 
known to them.  Carnarvon has tremendous potential, yet layer after layer of red tape and bureaucratic inertia is 
holding back that place.  That situation is repeated along the length and breadth of this state.  We also must 
attract and maintain a suitable workforce.  We must tackle housing affordability and ensure that Perth is a vibrant 
and modern city that can proudly hold up its head.  Finally, we must get back to delivering the core services of 
government efficiently in a low-taxing environment.  They are the challenges that we face, and we must get on 
with it. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council. 
 


